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John A. Donnelly, Sr. 
Fire and EMS Chief 

SOD 

This is a rapid review of the Fire & EMS Department's preparation and response to the events at 
the U.S. Capitol on January 6, 2021. A detailed timeline of the incident is attached. 

Executive Summary 

Planning for this day spanned several days with multiple partner agencies and jurisdictions. The 
March for Trump rally was organized by the conservative group, Women for America First. The 
group was projecting an estimated 5,000 Trump supporters to attend the rally on the grounds of 
the Ellipse. Beyond the Ellipse, there was no exact footprint for this event. It was expected that 
demonstrations would occur throughout the day and into the evening at multiple locations to 
include the Ellipse, Freedom Plaza, the Capitol, the Supreme Court, and other areas. 

Deployment 

An Area Command was established for the day's activities at the Fire Operations Center with 
multiple resources deployed to the National Mall. In addition to the pre-staged resources around 
the Ellipse, additional units were staffed in Operations to support First Amendment Activities. 
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At 0500 hours the following additional Supervisor and EMS units were staffed at the White 
House and at the Ellipse event: 

• Medic 50 (White House) 
• Medic 51 and Ambulance 52 (Ellipse) 
• Ellipse Medical Tent Liaison - EMS Supervisor 9 (0600 hours) 
• Medic 52 and Medic 53 

At 0700 hours the following additional positions and units were staffed to support First 
Amendment Activities: 

• Liaison assigned to MPD Joint Operations Command Center 
• Liaison assigned to White House EOC 
• Additional Fire Liaison Officer (FLO) at Office of Unified Communications (1000 hours) 
• Two additional EMS Liaison Officers (ELO) at Office of Unified Communications 
• Additional Battalion Fire Chief (BFC-9) 
• Additional "Recon" Battalion Fire Chief 
• Additional EMS Supervisor 9 
• Four additional Engine Companies 
• Six additional Ambulances 
• Additional Hazardous Materials Unit (HMU-2) 
• Two Rapid Detection Teams 
• Staffed Brush Unit 
• Mobile Command Unit staffed with driver 
• Medical Ambulance Buses staffed with drivers 

At 0700 hours the Area Command was established, and a White House Division and an Ellipse 
Division were created under the Area Command. 

The Ellipse event permit was the largest in terms of crowd size, expecting to host an estimated 
5,000 people. This event did receive Special Event attention and a medical first aid tent was 
staffed with George Washington Hospital personnel. The event footprint spanned from 15th 
Street, NW to 17th Street, NW. The crowd increased exponentially, and at 0856 hours, the 
Ellipse Liaison reported an estimated 4,000 people inside the perimeter. At that point, Fire and 
EMS identified limited access to one entry point and organizers at this event were ordered to 
provide an additional exit point on 17th Street, NW. At approximately 0905 hours the Ellipse 
Liaison reported a crowd of 10,000 people gathering on 15th and Constitution Avenue NW. 

At 0931 hours Area Command established the Constitution A venue Command and Battalion 9 
was assigned to manage the Ellipse event and the incident growing around the Ellipse. Engine 
13 and Engine 83 were dispatched to the location and then held on the event by command to 
assist. By 1330 hours, the Ellipse Liaison reported that the crowd dissipated to less than 100 
people. 
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US Capitol Response 

At 1300 hours, multiple 911 calls for EMS started to come in for the U.S. Capitol. At 1307 
hours, a report from Metropolitan Police indicated that the area around the U.S. Capitol was not 
secure, followed by two reports of CPR in progress, multiple police officers injured, and the 
crowd overtaking barriers. These twenty minutes worth of events culminated with a report of 
unexploded explosive devices at the Republican and Democratic National Committee 
Headquarters. 

It was evident that this was an expanding incident with the potential for mass casualties, fires, 
active shooter, and hazardous materials incidents that would exceed the resources at hand. Area 
Command then expanded the Incident Management System by establishing a Capitol Command. 
Capitol Command then successfully managed multiple requests for EMS assistance throughout 
the event. 

Fire and EMS continued to manage multiple incidents under Area Command for the remainder 
of the day, including a working fire in the 4th Battalion. Most of the operations started to wind 
down around 2100 hours. However, Area Command was sustained through 1900 hours on 
January 7, 2021. 

Total recorded responses for the day were: 

• 22 EMS responses 
• 14 EMS transports, including two cardiac arrests and two critical injury transports. 

The above data does not include treatment and release of an estimated 250 injured law 
enforcement and National Guard personnel and an estimated 50 rioters. 

Command and Tactical Observations 

The following is a list of command and tactical observations: 

✓ Communications with US Capitol Police could have been improved with earlier 
placement of Liaisons in USCP CP and with Field Commanders. 

✓ Cellular Service interruptions resulted in lost connection/signal to our MDC I/Mobile 
tablets (which use non-First Net modems); unit First Net Cellular phones worked, 
members personal devices did not. 

✓ Radio connectivity challenges occurred inside of the Capitol Building. It is not known if 
any attempts were made to utilize the Vehicle Repeater System (VRS) 

✓ Situation Unit reporting needs a method to flag critical events for the Incident 
Commander. 

✓ There was a delay in rapidly staffing and mobilizing the Mass Decontamination Unit. 
✓ The potential need for additional trauma supplies must be an early consideration. 
✓ There were challenges locating patients in the crowd and in the complex. Call takers 

must be prepared to give direction to callers for self-evacuation to specific "collection 
points" outside of the hazard zone when possible and appropriate. 
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✓ Coordination must be improved between Area Command/Incident Commanders and 911 
dispatchers concerning the dispatch/deployment of resources within operational area of 
an event. 

✓ Command must declare hot, warm, and cold zones as early as possible and be aware that 
these zones are likely to be "dynamic" due to constantly changing conditions. 

✓ Early establishment of casualty collection points/zones must be a high priority. 
✓ Provision for human services needs for crews on this long-duration incidents was not 

adequate (lack of water, food, and bathrooms) and must be considered earlier in the 
incident. 

✓ It was difficult to maintain safety and accountability of members due to rapidly 
deteriorating, and intermingled battle lines. 

✓ Members indicated a concern that COVID PPE reduced their visibility while working in 
the crowd. 

✓ Early peer support was beneficial to members that were involved in this event. 
✓ Methods of identification on ballistic equipment worn by our members should be re

evaluated in effort to provide greater distinction between law enforcement members and 
Fire and EMS personnel. 

✓ The presence of at least two privately owned retired emergency vehicles used by 
demonstrators was a concern (Haz-Mat vehicle and an Ambulance with MAGA 
Markings). Although not used as a direct means for nefarious activity during this event, 
command staff must consider the potential threat these types of vehicles could present. 
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January 6, 2021 Timeline 

Below is a summary of events as recorded on personal notes, the ICS Form 214, situation reports from 

the FOC, and CAD data. Due to the time constraints, the audio has not been compared against this 

timeline. The timeline begins at 0S00hrs on January 6th
, 2021 and ends at approximately 2400hrs. It 

should be noted that summaries of audio include preliminary reports, many of which turned out to be 
inaccurate. They are left in the timeline for documentation and future training purposes. 

0500: Additional Supervisor and EMS units staffed from 0500 - 2400 hours 

Medic 50 (White House) 

Medic 51 and Ambulance 52 (Ellipse) 
Ellipse Medical Tent Liaison - EMS Supervisor 9 (0600 hours) 

Medic 52 and Medic 53 

0700: Fire Operations Command Center officially stood up at Engine Co. 2 

Assigned Incident# 210002800 
Area Command established unit operating on 0A-11- DFC D. McCoy designated IC 

0700: Additional positions and units staffed to support anticipated First Amendment activities: 

Liaison assigned to M PD Joint Operations Command Center 

Liaison assigned to White House EOC 

Additional Fire Liaison Officer (FLO) at Office of Unified Communications (1000 hours) 

Two Additional EMS Liaison Officer (ELO) at Office of Unified Communications 
Additional Battalion Fire Chief (BFC-9) 

Additional "Recon" Battalion Fire Chief 

Additional EMS Supervisor 9 

Four additional Engine Companies 

Six additional Ambulances 
Additional Hazardous Materials Unit (HMU-2) 

Two Rapid Detection Teams 

Staffed Brush Unit 

Mobile Command Unit staffed with driver 

Medical Ambulance Buses staffed with drivers 

0744: Recon reports large crowds reported in the area of the mall. 

0748: First 911 call is received for the area; 911 handles the incident and FOC monitors 

Incident #210002806 15th St and Constitution Ave NW for Trouble breathing. A23 transport 

to Hospital 8 

0800: Reports of a large fight in Rosslyn, VA between two groups of demonstrators 

0822: First 911 call inside the perimeter is received. Notes indicate that the Ellipse and surrounding 

area are filled with dense crowds and navigating streets to get to patients is a challenge 

Incident #210002817 14th and Constitution Ave NW for a sick person. 
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FOC tries the call back to get more information about patient location and units inside the 

Ellipse handle the call. 

0830: Speakers at the Ellipse stage begin 

0856: Ellipse Liaison reports that 4000 + people are in the perimeter of Ellipse and access points are 

difficult to access 

Fire Marshall requested for lack of fire lanes on Constitution Ave between 15th and 1rh St 

NW 

0900: Recon advised of protestors between 9th St and 21st St NW on Constitution Ave NW 

0904: EMS 9 reporting that the best entrance to the Ellipse will be 16th and EST NW 

Ellipse liaison is reporting 10,000 + people gathering on Constitution Ave NW 

BFC 9- R. Smith is reporting 200 people gathering on the east side of the Capitol 

Recon unit reports MPD SOD has been notified of an unattended package at 917 15th St. 

NW, L'Enfant Plaza SW and Independence Ave/ 15th St NW 

0931: BFC 9- R. Smith establishing the Constitution Ave Command. Command post will be at 18th St 

and Constitution Ave NW 

EMS 9 reports that casualty collection points will be located at 15th St. and Constitution Ave 
NW and 1rh St and E St. NW 

0941: EMS-9 reports that it is difficult to move in the perimeter, GW medical staff will bring patients 

from the medical tent to the collection points 

0942: Engine 13 dispatched from 911 to 1551 Independence Ave SW for and injured person. Area 

command kept Engine 13 to handle responses around the perimeter 

1001: Constitution Ave Command requested an Engine Company to stage at 14th St and Constitution 

Ave NW 

Engine 83 dispatched 

1012: MPD JOCC reports rolling road closures are in effect 

Reports a large group of protestors south on 15th St NW toward Ellipse 

1041: Constitution Ave Command requesting the brush unit to navigate crowds 

1102: Watch Commander advised all call takers at OUC and JOCC liaisons to give intersections, clothing 

descriptions along with age and sex of all patients. And to take as much information as possible 

from callers. 

1122: MPD JOCC tracking 2 groups that may be armed with rifles 14th and Independence Ave SW and 

Constitution Ave and 15th St NW 

1127: MPD JOCC reports the crowd size is growing rapidly at 15th St and Pennsylvania Ave NW 

1141: US Park is reporting POTUS movement from the White House to the stage. 
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1221: 

1230: 

1253: 

1300: 

1300:30: 

1301: 

Recon reports a large crowd rapidly moving toward the Capitol 

Constitution Ave Command advises Area Command that they are currently evaluating 
two ALS patients at 1 J!h St and E St. NW 

POTUS still speaking on stage 

FOC receives call from USCP Communications that they need EMS for a female on the 

steps of the Capitol with an injured leg. 

A13 dispatched for person down at Capitol (01 DISP time stamped audio) 

FOC receives call from USCP Communications that they need EMS for someone 

unconscious on the steps of the Capitol 

Second Call from USCP states that CPR is in progress 

1303: 911 Dispatches A13, E13 and EMS 6 to 1 Independence Ave SE for Cardiac Arrest-

1305: A13 requests ALS CPR in progress 

1307: MPD says the area is not secure 

1307: PEC 13 and EMS6 dispatched with A13 to a cardiac arrest at the Capitol (01 DISP time 
stamped audio) 

1308: 911 dispatches A18 to Independence Ave SE for a female with a knee injury 

1318: MPD JOCC calls and says they have injured law enforcement officers and the crowd is 

over taking the barrier 

1319:42 

1319: 

1322: 

1325: 

1326:59 

1327:31 

1330: 

USCP calls FOC and says they have a civilian down and are doing CPR. FOC asks 

for more information if it is a second patient or one in the same. 

USCP calls back and says they have a second patient CPR in progress 

E7, A8 dispatched for an injury on the west side of the US Capitol (01 DISP time 
stamped audio) 

911 dispatches A08 an E07 to US Capitol for a traumatic Injury 

FOC Receives call that two devices possibly detonated 

911 dispatches E18, A3, and EMS2 to US Capitol for CPR 

FOC to BFC 6 - go to 1st and Delaware Ave, set up Capitol Command with A65, A66, 

EMS 5 and E14 {Al0 time stamped audio) 

FOC to BFC 6 - You have a working code on the Capitol steps, multiple police officers 

injured on the steps, working on location; organize that, work on staging for ambulances 

and ingress, large crowd coming from the ellipse {Al0 time stamped audio) 

MPD JOCC requesting multiple transport units for multiple injured officers 
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1331: 

1332:59 

1334:09 

1334: 

1334: 

1334: 

1335: 

1335:09: 

1337: 

1337:26 

1339: 

1340: 

1342:02 

1342:30 

1343: 

1344: 

1345: 

1346: 

13:46:32 

13:46:48 

Ellipse Liaison reports less than 100 people inside their perimeter discontinuing Liaison 

EMS 2 to FOC: EMS 6, E13, A18 CPR on one patient; confirming second CPR, with E7, 

E18, A8 and EMS 2 on the way {Al0 time stamped audio) 

Cardiac arrest patient in A18 being worked by EMS 6 and two members of E13 {Al0 
time stamped audio) 

E18 - we are with special events in front of US Capitol with second patient {Al0 time 
stamped audio) 

A18 reports CPR in Progress requesting assistance from E18 and EMS2 

E7 reports CPR in progress 

E18 - with crew from E7 with second patient - should have EMS 2 and A3 {Al0 time 
stamped audio) 

EMS 6 to ELO - heading to Hospital 8, CPR in progress, priority 1 (013 EMS S time 
stamped audio) 

A18 transporting to Hospital 8 

EMS 6 to Hospital 8 - en route with 55 yo male 

BFC 6 establishing command at 1st and Independence {Al0 time stamped audio) 

MPD JOCC reports two working codes on the Capitol steps 

E18 report of two minor injuries to Capitol police officers {Al0 time stamped audio) 

E18 confirms second CPR to FOC {Al0 time stamped audio) 

Capitol Command established by BFC 6 {Al0 time stamped audio). 

Deputy Chief of Operations requesting the North and South Mass Casualty units to stage 

North side will stage at E6 

South side will stage at E8 

Operating on All 

BFC6 arrived and established the Capitol Command- operating on AlO 

Command post will be at the south barricade, all units will enter through the south 

barricade 

Captain Davis directed to report to USCP Headquarters 

Capitol command to FOC - no unified command established yet. 

EMS 2 to ELO - E7 and A8 traumatic arrest, priority 1 (013 EMS S time stamped audio) 

ELO - already have a cardiac arrest going to H8 (013 EMS S time stamped audio) 
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13:46:56 

13:50:16 

13:52:15 

1352: 

1353:44 

1353:52 

1356: 

1359: 

1359:08 

1403: 

1419: 

EMS 2 - going to Hospital 4 (013 EMS S time stamped audio) 

A18 to ELO - female patient complaining of laceration to left forearm and side of her 

head. Bleeding is controlled. Priority 2 (013 EMS S time stamped audio) 

A3 to ELO - with patient who had a grenade to face, broken teeth, mouth is bleeding -

hospital 5 (013 EMS S time stamped audio) 

A3 has a load and go patient with a traumatic facial injury after an explosive went off in 

their face, possible flash bang. Transports to hospital 5 without notification 

A8 to Hospital 8 with medics on board CPR in progress for 20 minutes, meds, patient is 

intubated, 50 yo male coming from protests, unconfirmed - flash bang exploded next to 

head and went into cardiac arrest, ETA 4 minutes ... Disregard, going to Hospital 4 {OHS 
GWU time stamped audio) 

MPD JOCC: MPD has declared a breach and a riot at the Capitol, possibly requesting 

decon. {AlO time stamped audio) 

MPD JOCC reporting crowds overwhelming USCP and MPD lines. Multiple officers 

injured 

Brush Unit enroute to rh St and Madison Dr NW for an outside fire 

Captain Davis arrives at USCP Headquarters 

FOC directs creation of need two Capitol divisions, north and south {AlO time stamped 
audio) 

MPD JOCC reports that the barricade has been breached and demonstrators are making 

their way to the Capitol doors 

AFC-O directs city-wide response restructuring for enhanced city-wide resource 

management and response reduction. 

1420: AMR requested to place additional ambulances in service. AMR working to staff 30 

additional units. 

1430: 

FMl/DFC Kannry assumes Capitol Command (not time stamped). 

FOC creates a second special event at the Capitol - pt St. and C St. SW 

Command post at 1st St. and C St. SW- TAC AlO 

1431: Area Command staging a box assignment for report of a fire in the Capitol Building. 

USCP reporting multiple arrests being made inside of the Capitol Building, 

requesting EMS to evaluate people in the holding cells. FOC advised USCP that 

we are only sending units to priority calls and we check back on patient 

conditions. 

911 dispatched several units to USCP cell block for injured prisoners. FOC did 

not monitor 

E14 reports smoke is not fire, just condensation (not time stamped) 
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1449:14 

1451:59 

1452:13 

1452:16 

1453:41 

1454:44 

1455:07 

1457: 

1500: 

1459:32 

1500: 

1504:27 

1506: 

1507: 

1514: 

1515: 

1518: 

Recon (Holmes) - reports of one shot at Capitol, trying to ascertain info now, send EMS 

supervisor and light EMS team {AlO audio time stamped for all shooting notes) 

Recon - one shot in chest, need resources immediately. South side entrance is secure. 

Recon - One female shot in the chest, need resources immediately 

Recon - come to 1st and Independence SE side and enter there 

Medic 10 on Independence responding 

Recon - one female shot in chest, south entrance at the magnetometer, CPR in progress 

El0, a medic unit and EMS9 waiting on their arrival 

Reports of someone shot inside of the Capitol Building 

AFC Baker- Placing BFC 10 in-Service BFC Kelleher covering the 6th Battalion 

Department placed in Ready Alert Status 

Notified DFC that members working overtime dayside are being held over until 

further advised. 

AFC Hawkins sent to US Capitol PD headquarters Jth floor to assist Captain Davis 

RSl sent - sole responsibility is Rescue Task Force capability 

USCP report possible second shooting and a separate CPR in the Capitol Building 

Multiple officers injured MPD requesting 10-33 to the Capitol Steps 

Shooting patient coming out, south side Capitol, CPR in progress. 

Added additional (4th
) EMS Liaison Officer at Office of Unified Communications 

ten minutes {OH4 MedStar time stamped audio). 

FOC receives call from MPD JOCC that there is a man down on Madison Dr. CPR in 

progress 

911 dispatches EMSl, E3, Tl0 and A65 to 14th and Madison Dr. for CPR 

Box alarm dispatched to 70 I St SE for smoke. FOC notifies Battalion 10 to stage all units. 

MPD is clearing a device in the area. 

USCP reports officer down in the subway of Dirksen Senate Office Building. Reports of 

an officer in distress. 

USCP now reports it's an officer going in and out of consciousness 

Holding per FOC for on scene units, USCP unsure if area is secure "operator 
states cannot guarantee crew safety" 
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1528: 

1530: 

Call received from OFC Galindo area is now secure, units can enter through the south 

barricade into the subway area is secure. 

Naval District FD and Fort McNair FD requested to back fill units committed to Capital 

incident. 

E-42 to E-16 

E-46to E-7 

TW-21 to T-7 

1530: Assistant Chief Edward Smith directed to assist at MPD-JOCC 

1537: 

1540: 

1542: 

1544: 

1545: 

1546: 

1626: 

1628: 

1630: 

1632:08 

1635:48 

1636:41 

1637:22 

1636: 

DFC Griffin placed in service as the 2nd Operations Deputy, operating as Deputy 2 

USCP reports second shooting is the same as the first. 

Mayor places curfew in effective 1800 hours 1-6-21 to 0600 hours 1-7-21 

Capitol Command - States Chambers are secure and holding, shelter in place order has 

been given 

1 ALS and 1 BLS unit requested from each of the following jurisdictions: 

Prince George's County 

Montgomery County 

Fairfax County 

E16 assigned to the Northern Division 

E18 assigned to the Southern Division 

E18 is reporting 3 injured officers in the Rayburn Building in need of a BLS transport 

BFC Holmes working USCP to get a situation update on the interior of the Capitol 

USCP reporting possible CPR on a civilian inside of the West Terrace, unable to access 

the patient due to a possible large crowd 

FOC to Capitol command - possible unconscious officer on west side of the Capitol 

grounds? MPD JOCC just gave to us {AlO time stamped audio) 

FOC - we have deconflicted, it's not an officer, it's a civilian down on west side terrace, 

hostile crowd, so we can't get there, stand by {AlO time stamped audio) 

Recon to Capitol command, on scene with CPR patient, doing CPR and we have an AED 

{AlO time stamped audio) 

Recon - stand by, crowd in front of us with heavy police presence, stand by for location 

of stretcher {AlO time stamped audio) 

MPD requesting EMS for CPR inside the Capitol Building-Recon on the scene 

second call from USCP that the patient is an officer, they are getting an AED 
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1637: 

1639 

1649:46 

1708:01 

1708:23 

1711:21 

1650: 

1715: 

1720: 

1728: 

Reports of shots fired in the 900-block of 3rd St. NW 

report of a male shot 

Recon (coughing due to gas) -west terrace is no go, police have lost control. .. Come to 

south door, MPD has units going that way to secure it. 

Medic 53 and EMS 7 made contact with Recon and bringing patient out. 

EMS7 to H8 - requesting {OHS GWU time stamped audio) 

EMS 7 - Inside the Capitol with 40 yo female patient collapsed in ruckus, 

MPD calling 10-33 for an injured officer on the steps of the Capitol 

USCP communications contacted FOC about several injured officers. The officers are in 

rooms HC17 and SC17. EMS should use the South Door to the Capitol. The area is 

secure. 

Received call from USCP that someone fell off of the Capitol, no further information 

except that they fell far and don't look good. 

US Capitol PD confirms that south door to the Capitol and will be the best access to get 

to the interior casualty collection point 

Rooms HC17 and SC17 are casualty collection points for injured USCP officers, 

the USCP 

1728: 911 dispatches units to a stabbing at 12th St and Pennsylvania Ave NW- FOC monitors 

Ch12. 

1751: USCP advised that the 2nd and 3rd floor of the US Capitol are clear of demonstrators they 
are working on the rest of the building- floors cleared by National Guard 

1757: A65 is flagged down for 2 patients hit with a Flash Bang one with a fractured wrist the 

other with a fractured hip 

1810: USCP call FOC to check on status of units coming to the injured officers and now civilians 

in room HC17 and SC17. FOC advises that we are getting units together to move to 

them. 

1815: PA826, A829, A723 and E41 are in staging 

1823: Warming buses - (2) METRO buses are staging at 2nd and C St. SE and waiting to be 

cleared to enter Capitol grounds. 

1830: MPD reports that the Capitol Building is secure 
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1843: 

1847: 

1851: 

1853: 

1903: 

1907: 

1912: 

1921: 

1925: 

1930: 

1936: 

1949: 

2000: 

Mutual Aid EMS transport units are rotating into the Capitol to relieve units that need 

relief 

Rescue Squad 4 placed in-service and is staging at Engine Co. 2 

MPD JOCC is confirming that the Capitol is secure and EMS units can move in 

and remove patients. 

A711B and M701 assigned to the South Division 

A829 and PA826 assigned to the North Division 

Units and supervisors are being rotated out for relief 

Engine 18 is reporting they have a sick, not injured crew member and they need a BLS 

transport unit to transport them to the PFC. Engine 18 will be OOS for manpower. 

Capitol Command conducted accountability. All units are even. 

FOC notified of two large explosions heard in the area of 3 rd and K St. NW- Information 

passed to MPD JOCC 

USCP situation update from HQ - as of 1855 

US Capitol lock down remains in place 

Interior of the Capitol is secure and clear of demonstrators 

Bike racks and fencing being erected to harden perimeter around US Capitol 

At 2000 hours tonight both bodies of Congress will reconvene 

Two interior casualty collection points established. 

US Capitol Crypt 

Rayburn Building Loading dock. Loading Dock number is 202-225-4997 

USCP continue to maintain exterior Casualty Collection Points at between C St & 
D St. NE corner in the grassy area just off of 1st St. 

Lt. Kelly USCP serving as liaison with FEMS Interior Medical Branch DFC Anunay 

and Dr. Gerecht. 

Message to the Department sent that all members being held over may be relieved of 

duty 

White House Command is standing down 

E18's sick crew member being transported by A52 

Call received through USPP that a man fell off of the Lincoln Memorial- requesting a 

medic unit to respond 

MPD advises they are conducting mass arrests for curfew violations they are being taken 

to MPD Training Academy for processing 
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2015: 911 received (2) separate calls for an explosion heard in the area of 5th St and K St NW 

FOC handled run dispatched E83 and Recon to investigate 

E83 reports they checked the area an could not find anything and there is no 

other activity 

2022: Rescue Squad 4 replacing Rescue Squad 1 on the interior of the Capitol 

2043: Notified by the Training Academy that the following Engine Companies were placed in 

service: E34, E35, E36, and E37 

2051: Area Command releasing ElO and T13 

2053: Area Command releasing E3 

2100: Area Command beginning to release mutual aid units 

2140: Area Command releasing the Mass Decon Units and Hazmat 

2154: Capitol Command is holding the following units: BFC 10, A61, M7, E2, EMS4 RS4, Hazmat 

2 and Mass Decon 1,2,3 

2156:59 

2157:18 

2157:41 

2158:27 

2158:30 

2158:48 

2202:47 

2203:46 

2215:49 

2216:07 

2219: 

2228: 

2231:08 

2231:55 

2239:12 

Area Command - medical local inside the Capitol, CPR in progress of a Capitol police 

officer {AlO time stamped audio) 

North Barricade of the Senate, escort will meet units 

Room SVC201 

M2 copied 

E2 copied 

EMS4 copied 

RS 4 notifies that USCP flagged them down, call is not CPR in progress 

RS 4 states it's a priority 1 unconscious person 

EMS4: Priority 1 seizure going to hospital 8 via Medic 2 

EMS 4: Packaging the patient 

Second FLO relocating to M PD JOCC 

Capitol Command releasing the following units: Mass Decon, Mass Casualty units, 

Rescue Squad 4, and Medical Buses 

audio) 

EMS 4 confirms -

M2 to GWU: en route with 42 yo male 

1111 about 5 minutes out 
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2239: 

2249: 

2255: 

MPD JOCC is reporting 22 MPD officers sprayed with OC Spray at 900 M St. NW, units 
switched to A-11 with area command 

Special Ops BFC dispatched to 900 M St. NW to assist with decon of 20 officers 

MPD is reporting that 52 arrests were made 

2 pipe bombs recovered and multiple Molotov cocktails 

2317: Capitol Liaison holding 1 EMS supervisor and 1 transport unit, operations will rotate 

units throughout the night. 

2345: Area Command will be taken over by DFC Knight and BFC Holmes 

End of initial operational period. 
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